Take easy to face night coming,
sunshine to your life.

MiNi 01 PORTABLE
POWERFUL FLASHLIGHT

Valued customers, thanks to choose Lightfe flashlight. We have focused
on handheld flashlight, headlamp, bicycle lighter and outdoor
illumination devices, and intergrated in those items R & D, manufacture,
sale for more than 10 years. we provide for ever y users with professional,
stable, durable, efficient, advanced illumination devices, make all users
enable to take proud to face night coming.

【Features】
1. Use of high quality LED source, Max. 80 Lumens and Max. 20 meters beam
distance.
2. Powered by 3pcs button batter y, easy to obtain.
3. Rotating switch, simple operation.
4. Tiny dimension as an half finger, ver y light weight 4.5g, convenient for
ever yday carr y.
5. Suitable to EDC, hiking, reading and so on.

【Physical Specifications】
1. Lens: Convex optical lens
2. Material: Aerospace aluminum alloy
3. Surface Treatment: Mili-spec III hard-anodized anti-abrasive coat.
4. Water-proof Rate: IPX-6
5. Impact Resistance: 1.5 meters Limited
6. Dimensions: L 25mm x Body Dia. 11.5mm
7. Net. weight: 4.5 grams

【Optical Characteristics】
1. 3535 LED source, high output power
2. LED lifespan: 50,000 hours
3. Intelligent Circuit: Digital regulated current output and constant brightness
4. Max. output 1~3W, base on batter y power.

【Accessories】
Included: 3* button batter y, 2* spare O-rings

【Usage and Maintenance】
1. Strongly recommend to use excellent quality batter y;
2. This flashlight is a high light intensity device capable of causing of users
or others eyes damage, avoid to shine directly into eyes;
3. Do not make the flashlight touch with sunshine, water, chemicals and
corrosive gas for long time, avoid to damage to the protection coat;
4. Suggest lubricating or replacing the O-ring to ensure its waterproof
performance;
5. Suggest sweeping up Vaseline on the screw 2-3 times per year to ensure
of the screw to rotate smoothly;
6. Suggest using soft brush and alcohol to clean the flashlight when
needed;
7. Take out the batter y if the flashlight will not be used for a long period;
8. Non-professionals would not be allowed to disassemble the flashlight
to prevent from damage to the circuit board.

【Using Instructions】
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Turn on: Rotate in arrow
direction.
Turn off: Rotate in counter
arrow direction.
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Batter y Insertion Evolution

SHENZHEN LIGHTFE LIGHTING CO., LTD
Add: 1st Floor, Building A, Zheng Chang Da Technology
Park, Jian’an Road, Fuyong Street, Bao’an District,
Shenzhen, China.
Tel: 86-0755-29607271
Web: www.lightfe.com

RoHS

Email: postmaster@lightfe.com

